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Abstract: Place name is an important ingredient of borderlands situation information and 

plays a significant role in collecting them from the Internet with focused crawlers. However, 

current focused crawlers treat place name in the same way as any other common keyword, 

which has no geographical properties. This may reduce the effectiveness of focused 

crawlers. To solve the problem, this paper firstly discusses the importance of place name  

in focused crawlers in terms of location and spatial relation, and, then, proposes the  

two-tuple-based topic representation method to express place name and common keyword, 

respectively. Afterwards, spatial relations between place names are introduced to calculate 

the relevance of given topics and webpages, which can make the calculation process more 

accurately. On the basis of the above, a focused crawler prototype for borderlands situation 

information collection is designed and implemented. The crawling speed and F-Score are 

adopted to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness. Experimental results indicate that the 

efficiency of our proposed focused crawler is consistent with the polite access interval and 

it could meet the daily demand of borderlands situation information collection. 

Additionally, the F-Score value of our proposed focused crawler increases by around 7%, 

which means that our proposed focused crawler is more effective than the traditional 

best-first focused crawler. 
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1. Introduction 

Borderlands situation information refers to the events and tendencies in borderlands regions [1,2].  

It is extremely important for emergency risk assessment, geopolitical analysis, decision-making and 

other borderlands studies [3–5]. With the availability of ever-increasing World Wide Web resources, 

borderlands situation information can be collected and/or mined from the Internet with search engines, 

which use crawlers to continuously fetch a large number of webpages and return ranked results with 

keywords-based similarity comparison [6,7]. In general, borderlands events and tendencies have an 

explicit or implicit geographical dimension [3,8]. For instance, “North Korea Nuclear Issue” was an 

international event, which occurred in the Korean Peninsula, with impacts on the surrounding area. 

Therefore, geographical location needs to be taken into account in search engines during borderlands 

situation information collection. 

Search engines can be categorized into general-purpose search engine and topic-specific search 

engine [9]. A general-purpose search engine (such as Google or Baidu) uses a general crawler to 

endlessly obtain a huge number of webpages and put them into an indexed database [6,9]. Since a 

breadth-first or depth-first strategy is conducted without keywords by a general crawler, the resulted 

indexed database contains hundreds of millions of webpages with an enormous number of 

duplicates [10]. The keywords are defined by users and used only for calculating their relevance with 

the indexed webpages to deliver final searching results with rankings [11]. Taking “North Korea 

Nuclear Issue” as a querying topic, a search on Google on 21 December 2013, returned as many as 

55,700,000 results. Many of the results are unrelated webpages, belonging to diverse topics, such as 

“North Korean economy”, “Iran nuclear issue”, “Issue”, and “North”. Because the indexed database is 

so large, many webpages about other topics containing one or more keywords of the querying topic  

are captured [12,13]. In order to reduce the unrelated webpages, topic-specific search engines,  

targeted for collecting webpages, relevant to a specific topic, have been proposed [9,14]. Unlike the 

general-purpose search engine, a topic-specific search engine often employs a focused crawler with a 

given topic to selectively fetch webpages [15]. In other words, a topic-specific search engine utilizes 

two groups of keywords. The first is the topic keywords with weights and are defined by experts with 

prior knowledge [9], and they are utilized in the focused crawler to reduce numbers of unrelated 

webpages in the indexed database. The second are the user-defined querying keywords without 

weights [11], and they are used for the relevance calculation with the indexed webpages. With the 

introduction of topic keywords, a large number of unrelated webpages can be filtered out or reduced. 

Therefore, the utilization of the querying keywords can better satisfy a user’s actual search interests in 

a filtered indexed database. This makes the final results of a topic-specific search engine better than a 

general-purpose search engine. 

However, a traditional topic-specific search engine can only filter out or reduce those webpages 

about the topics “issue” or ”north” in borderlands situation information collection. A number of 
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unrelated webpages may still remain, such as those about the topics “North Korean economy” and 

“Iran nuclear issue”. The reason is that “North Korea” and “Iran” are treated by a topic-specific search 

engine in the same way as other common keywords, is that they have no geographical properties. In 

fact, “North Korea” and “Iran” are place names, referring to specific geographical locations on the 

Earth [16]. They should be used as special keywords to limit geographical scopes concerned by users. 

For instance, webpages about the “Iran nuclear issue” describe the events that occurred in the 

geographical scope of “Iran”. Its geographical scope is disjoint with “North Korea”, concerned by 

users. Therefore, with the comparison of two special keywords “Iran” and “North Korea”, all the 

webpages related to “Iran nuclear issue” could be filtered out. 

This paper reports on the utilization of place name as special keyword in topic-specific search 

engine and the development of a new focused crawler for improved searching effectiveness of 

borderlands situation information. A two-tuples of topic representation method is proposed to represent 

place names and common keywords, respectively. Some key spatial relations of place names are 

abstracted and used for relevance calculation. With the use of geographical locations and spatial 

relations of place names, the new focused crawler has improved its effectiveness in comparison with 

traditional focused crawler. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a review of 

related works on focused crawlers and geographic information retrieval. Section 3 presents a new 

focused crawling method by the two-tuples-based topic representation and hierarchical relevance 

calculation with key spatial relations of place names. The design and implementation of an Information 

Collection Prototype for Borderlands Situation Information (ICP-BSI) is described in Section 4. 

Section 5 gives the results of experiments and analysis, including the efficiency and effectiveness 

analysis. Conclusions and future works are described in Section 6. 

2. Related Works 

In this section, we will review the related works in three parts. The first part is the review of 

traditional focused crawlers. The second part discusses the geographic information retrieval and then 

analyzes what we can learn from it. The last one describes “spatial” focused crawlers related to 

geographical information. 

2.1. Traditional Focused Crawlers 

A focused crawler, also known as topic or topic-driven crawler, is a program/software or programmed 

script, which automatically collects webpages relevant to a given topic [9,17,18]. It usually contains 

four primary modules, including seed Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), given topic, relevance 

calculation and URL priority assignment, as shown in Figure 1. Seed URLs are the entrance for a 

focused crawler to the World Wide Web. Given Topic is used to determine the domain for crawling. 

Therefore, given topic and its representation can affect the effectiveness of focused crawler. Relevance 

Calculation is responsible for determining whether a webpage is related to given topic. URL Priority 

Assignment can determine the order of crawling, which can also affect the efficiency of focused crawler. 

The main process of focused crawler can be divided into four steps. Firstly, the user should select 

some seed URLs by experts or common search engines and define a given topic as initial value. Then, 

the focused crawler starts to fetch webpages after requesting these seed URLs [19]. Secondly, the 
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focused crawler will parse these webpages to obtain their web contents and sub-links. Furthermore, it 

will calculate the relevance between web contents and given topic. If the relevance value is above a 

certain threshold, it means that these webpages are relevant to the given topic and will be stored into a 

webpage repository. Otherwise, these webpages will be discarded immediately. Thirdly, the crawling 

process will turn to the sub-links and repeat the above operations. Finally, to improve the efficiency of 

the whole crawling process, some ranking algorithms are implemented to assign the priority of  

sub-links, which can control the request list. 

Figure 1. Process of focused crawler. 

 

Currently, various focused crawlers have been designed and have been widely used in many 

domains, such as search engines, web data mining, business intelligence, social network analysis and 

many more domains [20–23]. Since the focused crawler was first launched in 1999 [14], the main 

challenges for designing an effective focused crawler have always in three aspects, which are the 

representation of given topic, the relevance calculation, and the assignment of URL priority [24]. 

For the presentation of the given topic, there are mainly three methods. The first one represents  

the given topic as a series of independent keywords. These keywords can be formalized as a vector 

based on VSM (Vector Space Model), and a weight value will be predefined for every element in the 

vector [18,22,25]. This method can make the formalization of given topic easier and intuitive, but it 

fails to express the semantic information of different keywords. The second method adopts an existing 

classified catalogue (such as Open Directory Project and Yahoo Directory) to define a given  

topic [26,27]. This method could describe, not only the detailed information about given topic itself, 

but also some semantic information. However, some domain topics (e.g., borderlands situation topics 

and spatial topics) are incomplete or missing in the classified catalogues. The third method depends on 

domain ontology to depict a given topic. It mainly maps given topic to the corresponding classes, 

properties and individuals through their interrelations organized in domain ontology [28,29]. This 

method can consider polysemy, synonyms and other semantic information of given topic, but a 

different topic corresponds to a different domain ontology, of which construction is a complex and 

time-consuming task. Furthermore, all the above-mentioned methods fail to discriminate common 

keywords with place names. They just treat place name in the same way as any other common 
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keyword, which may weaken the role of the place name. Therefore, this paper will represent place 

names and common keywords in given topic about borderlands situation respectively. 

Generally, the relevance calculation is performed based on a vector space model. In the model, the 

given topic and webpage are formalized as weight vectors of keywords, and the cosine of two vectors 

indicates the relevance [17,30]. In this method, the relevance value is just a composite value of 

common keyword and place name, and focused crawler will use the only relevance value to determine 

whether webpages are relevant to given topic. The composite value may weaken separate effects of 

common keyword and place name, which may lead to low effectiveness of focused crawler. Therefore, 

the topical relevance will be calculated and judged step-by-step based on the relevance of place  

names and relevance of common keywords. Additionally, in traditional relevance calculation, various 

characteristics of keywords are commonly used to improve its accuracy, such as term frequency (tf, the 

number of occurrences of keywords in a webpage), inverted document frequency (idf, a measure of 

whether the keyword is common or rare across all webpages) and positions (title, anchor text and 

content in which the keyword occurs) [25,31]. Polysemy and synonyms of keywords are also applied 

through WordNet or ontology [17,29,30,32]. These characteristics can improve the accuracy of 

relevance calculation to some extent. However, spatial relations of place names are not considered, 

such as equal, contain, contained and overlap. Hence, this paper will calculate the relevance of place 

names considering some key spatial relations. 

2.2. Geographic Information Retrieval with Place Name 

Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR) can be seen as a specialized branch of traditional 

Information Retrieval [33]. It focuses on retrieving geographically information from the Internet [34]. 

In GIR, webpages and user queries are assigned to one or more geographical scopes through place 

names and their spatial relations [35,36]. The geographic scopes of webpages and user queries are 

represented as point or polygons in form of geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) and then 

utilized to calculate the relevance between them for ranking the search results [34,37,38]. Finally, GIR 

will return the webpages that meet the relevance of text and relevance of geographical scopes at the 

same time [37,39]. For instance, the SPIRIT prototype [37,40] is capable of handling queries in the 

form of the triplet of “theme, spatial relation, location”. It assigns geographical scopes to webpages 

and ranks webpages according to both textual and spatial relevance. Frontiera et al. [38] employs the 

minimum bounding box and the convex hull to represent the geographical scopes and computes a 

spatial similarity score for a query–document pair based on logistic regression models. 

In general, GIR and focused crawler are two different parts in a search engine. GIR puts emphasis 

on indexing and searching spatial information from a webpages repository [41], while focused crawler 

focuses on collecting relevant information from the Internet in order to generate the webpage 

repository [10]. However, the process of judging the relevance of webpages is analogous. Since place 

name is treated as special keyword to assign webpages and user queries with geographical scopes in 

GIR and the geographical scopes are used to calculate spatial relevance for ranking the final results. 

Similarly, we can also treat a place name as special keyword and utilize the geographical scopes to 

indicate the role of place name in focused crawler. 
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2.3. “Spatial” Focused Crawler 

Recently, some researchers have been involved in focused crawlers, related to geographical 

information directly or indirectly [41–44]. For example, Li et al. [42] and Patil et al. [43] design 

focused crawlers for collecting geospatial web services, such as a web map service and web feature 

service. The collected results of these crawlers are related to geographical information, but they do not 

take place names into consider. Kozanidis and Stamou [41] propose a geo-focused crawler for GIR. 

While, the geo-focused crawler only fetches webpages containing one or more place names. It 

introduces the average distance between place names of the URL into URL priority queue. However, 

our focused crawler concentrates on topic representation and relevance calculation towards hybrid 

topics, which contain, not only place names, but also common keywords. Furthermore, Ahlers and 

Boll [44] proposed a geospatially focused crawler, which employs a Geoparser, to identify relevant 

pages containing place names. It puts emphasis on predicating geospatially URL priority with Naive 

Bayes Classifier. However, there are no details about topic representation and relevance calculation in 

the crawler, and spatial relations are also not covered. 

Additionally, focused crawler also has been used to collect social media data [20,21]. For example, 

Catanese et al. [20] and Gjoka et al. [21] both develop a breadth-first-search crawler to collect users in 

Facebook and analyze their relationships. Although place names are not used in the crawling process 

for collecting user information, place names could be used to collect social media content for conducting 

spatial analysis or understanding group change [45,46]. Perhaps, a focused crawler considering 

breadth-first-search and place names may be applied to collect social media content in the future. 

3. Focused Crawling with Place Name 

3.1. Using Place Name in Focused Crawler 

Place name is generally used to represent a specific location on the Earth’s surface, and can be 

related to other place names by their spatial relations. For example, Beijing is located in Northern 

China and is adjacent to Tianjin. Therefore, place name has two specific properties of location and 

spatial relation, which are the two main distinctions between place names and common keywords. 

In focused crawler, a given topic about borderlands situation information can be reflected to certain 

locations through locations of place names. For instance, the topic “North Korea Nuclear Issue” is 

associated with the location of North Korea. Analogous to GIR, it is called geographical scope of given 

topic. Similarly, webpages also can be related to certain locations using place names’ locations [47], 

which are called the geographical scope of webpages. 

Intuitively, when a webpage is relevant to given topic, their geographic scopes will be equal or 

overlapped. For example, the webpage about the third nuclear test in North Korea [48] is relevant to 

given topic “North Korea Nuclear Issue”, and they have equal geographic scope of North Korea. 

Another webpage about “Iran nuclear issue” [49] is relevant to the topic of a nuclear issue, but it is not 

relevant to given topic “North Korea Nuclear Issue”, because the geographical scopes of Iran and 

North Korea are disjoint with each other. Therefore, when researchers collect borderlands situation 

information with focused crawler, the geographical scope of webpages can be individually used to 

filter out the irrelevant webpages. In other words, place name can serve as an independent factor in 
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focused crawler and the relevance of place names can be utilized to filter out some irrelevant 

webpages, which have different geographical scopes within given topic. In a similar way, the relevance 

of common keywords also can be applied to filter out some irrelevant webpages, which have different 

common keywords within a given topic. 

Similar to geographic entities, a place name has three universal types of spatial relations including 

directional, distance and topological relations [50], which are often applied as terminologies in the 

discipline of a geographic information system. Both directional and distance relations normally refine 

the disjoint topological relation [47]. Therefore, attention is paid to topological relation, which is 

invariant under topological transformations [50]. There are some key topological relations, including 

equal, overlap, contain, contained and disjoint, etc. Intuitively, if a webpage and given topic include 

the same place name, it must affect their relevance because of the equal or overlapped geographic 

scopes. If a webpage and given topic have place names with spatial relations of contain, contained or 

overlap, these place names may impact the relevance, due to their overlapped geographic scopes.  

If a webpage and given topic have place names with disjoint relations, these place names may have 

little impact on the relevance because of no common geographic scopes. Therefore, spatial relations of 

equal, contain, contained, overlap and disjoint should be taken into account to compute the relevance 

between webpages and given topic. 

To sum up, a place name can serve as an independent factor in a focused crawler, and the relevance 

of place names and relevance of common keywords can be utilized to filter out irrelevant webpages 

individually. In addition, spatial relations of equal, contains, contained and overlap may impact the 

relevance calculation. Therefore, we will apply place name to the focused crawler with two major 

steps, as shown in Figure 2. Firstly, a given topic is divided into place names and common keywords, 

and it is represented as a two-tuples, because place names can be used alone to filter out irrelevant 

webpages. Secondly, based on the first step, the spatial relations of equal, contain, contained, overlap 

and disjoint are introduced into the cosine formula for calculating the relevance of place names. 

Figure 2. Framework of focused crawler using place name. 
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3.2. Two-Tuple-Based Topic Representation Method 

Place name is not especially considered in the three topic representation methods mentioned in 

Section 2. For example, assuming given topic T and webpage D, they will be represented as a series of 

keywords and weight values of keywords by utilizing the first method, as shown in Equations (1) and (2), 

 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )T T T n TnV k w k w k w  (1)

 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),...( , )D D D n DnV k w k w k w  (2)

where, VT and VD represent topic vector and webpage vector, respectively, ki denotes the i-th keyword, 

wTi and wDi represent the weight of ki in given topic T and webpage D, respectively, and n depict the 

number of keywords in given topic T. In vectors of VT and VD, place names cannot be identified from 

the keywords of k1, k2, …, kn, because the traditional method just treats place name in the same way as 

other common keyword. 

However, as mentioned in Section 3.1, place name in a given topic can be used as the independent 

factor to filter out irrelevant webpages. Therefore, place names, and the rest of the common keywords 

in given topic and webpages, will be represented separately in the paper. That is to say, a given topic 

and webpages will be represented as a two-tuple in the form of “common keywords, place names”.  

Given topic T and webpage D can be represented in Equations (3) and (4). 

,VT K T PNT V    (3)

,D K D PND V V   (4)

where <,> represents two tuples, VT-K and VD-K denote common keyword vector of given topic T and 

webpage D, respectively. In addition, VT-PN and VD-PN represent place name vector of given topic T and 

webpage D, respectively. 

To be specific, given topic T is represented as the common keyword vectors of VT-K and the place 

name vectors of VT-PN separately, as shown in Equations (5) and (6). 

 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )T K T k T k s T ksV k w k w k w     (5)

 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )T PN T p T p m T pmV p w p w p w     (6)

where ki represents the i-th common keyword and pi indicates the i-th place name in given topic T. 

Variables of s and m denote the number of common keywords and place names in given topic T, 

respectively and s + m = n. Variables of wT-ki and wT-pi represent the weight of a common keyword ki 

and the weight of a place name pi in a given topic T. 

In this paper, common keywords of k1, k2, …, ks and place names p1, p2, …, pn are extracted from 

sample corpus through the maximum-frequency methods, where the sample corpus is obtained by 

submitting simple queries to the search engines Google and Baidu. In the maximum-frequency methods, 

keywords are selected through the descending order of term frequency in the sample corpus. 

Similar to given topic T, webpage D is expressed as the common keyword vectors of VD-K and the 

place name vectors of VD-PN respectively, as shown in Equations (7) and (8). 

 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )D K D k D k s D ksV k w k w k w     (7)
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1 1 2 2

1 ( 1) ( )

( , ), ( , ),..., ( , ),

( , ),..., ( , )

D p D p m D pm

D PN
m D p m m u D p m u

p w p w p w
V

p w p w

  


     

    
  

 (8)

where variables of ki,s and m are the same as Equations (5) and (6). Variable of pi indicates the i-th 

place name in the webpage D. The variable of u shows the number of place names in a webpage D but 

not in a given topic T. Therefore, the dimension of a place name vector VD-PN in webpage D is greater 

or equal to the dimension of VT-PN in given topic T. Variables of wD-ki and wD-pi represent the weight of 

a common keyword ki and the weight of a place name pi in the webpage D. 

Weight wT-pi and wT-ki can be set by experts or be calculated in predefined corpus. In this paper, wT-pi 

and wT-ki are calculated by the normalized term frequency in a predefined corpus [51], as shown in 

Equation (9). 

 1 2  or mmax , ,...,
i

i
s

f
tf

f f f
  (9)

where, variable of tfi denotes the normalized term frequency. Variables of s and m are the same as 

Equations (5) and (6). Variables of fi represent term frequency (the number of times that ki or pi 

appears in the corpus) of the i-th common keyword or place name. The max{…} denotes the maximum 

value of fi. 

Weight wD-pi and wD-ki are often calculated through term frequency or term frequency-inverse 

document frequency algorithm [51]. However, because computing inverse document frequency may be 

problematic during the focused crawling process [22], the term frequency algorithm is adopted to 

compute them in this paper. That is to say, wD-pi = tfD-pi and wD-ki = tfD-ki, where tfD-pi and tfD-ki 

represent the occurrence of i-th common keyword and the place name in webpage D. 

3.3. Hierarchical Relevance Calculation with Key Spatial Relations 

In traditional methods, the relevance sim (VT, VD) between a given topic T and a webpage D is 

computed only in one step, which is the cosine of VT and VD, as shown in Equation (10) [22], 

  1

2 2

1 1

,

n

Ti Di
i

T D n n

Ti Di
i i

w w
sim V V

w w



 








 
 (10)

where, variables are the same as Equations (1) and (2). If the relevance value sim (VT, VD) is greater 

than a given threshold, it means that the webpage D is relevant to given topic T and the focused 

crawler will store webpage D in a webpage repository, otherwise, the webpage D is irrelevant to given 

topic T and the focused crawler will abandon webpage D. In this method, the relevance value sim (VT, 

VD) is the only standard to determine whether the webpages are relevant to the given topic or not. This 

may weaken separate effects of common keywords and place names on relevance calculations. For 

example, if an irrelevant webpage contains most of the common keywords in a given topic and these 

common keywords account for a big proportion, the relevance value sim (VT, VD) may be greater than 

the given threshold. However, the geographic scope of the webpage is different from the geographic 
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scope of given topic. Therefore, the relevance value weakens the role of place name that can filter out 

irrelevant webpages in the focused crawler. 

In Section 3.2, given topic and webpages are both represented as a two-tuple in the form of 

“common keywords, place names”. Based on this, and the role of place name, the relevance between a 

given topic and a webpage is calculated from the hierarchy of common keyword and place name.  

In the hierarchical method, there are two steps to calculate and judge topic relevance. 

Firstly, the relevance sim (VD-K, VT-K) of common keywords between given topic T and webpage D 

is calculated with Equation (11). 

1

2 2

1 1

( , )

s

T ki D ki
i

D-K T -K s s

T ki D ki
i i

w w
sim V V

w w

 


 
 








 
 (11)

where, variables are the same as Equations (5) and (7). If sim (VD-K, VT-K) is greater than the given 

threshold, webpage D will be judged to relevant to given topic T preliminary, and the relevance of 

place names between given topic T and webpage D will continue to be computed, otherwise, webpage 

D will be abandoned. 

Secondly, the relevance sim (VD-PN, VT-PN) of place names between given topic T and webpage D 

will be calculated. In the two-tuple, the dimension of place name vector VD-PN in webpage D is greater 

or equal to the dimension of VT-PN in given topic T. Therefore, the cosine formula cannot be directly 

utilized to calculate the relevance sim (VD-PN, VT-PN). This paper will reduce the dimension of place 

name vector VD-PN through spatial relations. That is to say, the weights of redundant place names will 

be transmitted to other place names through the spatial relations of equal, contain, contained and 

overlap, according to the discussion in Section 3.1. In addition, the changed weight will be used in the 

cosine formula. At last, the relevance sim (VD-PN, VT-PN) is calculated, as shown in Equation (12). 

1 1 1

2 2

1 1 1

( ) [ ( , ) ]

( , )

[ ( , ) ]

m m m u

T pi D pi T pi i j D pj
i i j m

D-PN T -PN m m m u

T pi D pi i j D pj
i i j m

w w w R p p w

sim V V

w w R p p w



   
   



  
   

   


  

  

  
 (12)

where, R (pi, pj) represents spatial relevant factor between places names pi and pj. The other variables 

are the same as Equations (6) and (8). If the relevance sim (VD-PN, VT-PN) is greater than or equal to the 

specific threshold, it means that webpage D is relevant to given topic T and the focused crawler will 

store webpage D into a webpage repository, otherwise, webpage D will be abandoned. 

Spatial relevant factor R (pi, pj) reflects the influence of key spatial relations on transmitting weights 

of place names. When spatial relation between places names pi and pj is different, the spatial relevant 

factor is also different. For instance, places names pi and pj are independent when they are disjoint. 

Therefore, spatial relevant factor of disjoint is zero. When places names pi and pj overlap, the 

proportion of the area of the overlapping part and geographic scope of a given topic affect weight 

transmission. Because it is difficult to obtain the area of the overlapping part and geographic scope of 

given topic, the spatial relevant factor of overlap is set as 0.4 through many experiments. Finally, the 

spatial relevant factor R (pi, pj) is computed by Equation (13), 
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1

1 equal

( , ) contain or contained
( , )

0.4 overlap

0 disjoint

i j
i j

R p p
R p p



 



 (13)

where R1 (pi, pj) means the spatial relevant value when place name pi contains pj or is contained by pj. 

The hierarchical distance between places names pi and pj mainly affect the spatial relevant value.  

The relation of contain represents concretization and the relation of contained means generalization, 

therefore, the relations of contain and contained is processed in different formulas. R1 (pi, pj) is 

calculated with Equation (14), 

1

0.2 (4 ) 1,2,3

( , ) 0.2 (3 ) 1, 2

0 others
i j

z z

R p p z z

z

  
     
 

 (14)

where, z denotes hierarchical distance in toponym ontology. The negative value implies the relation of 

contain and positive value represents the relation of contained. In order to prevent transmitting weight 

excessively, when the absolute value of hierarchical distance is greater than a given value (e.g., 2 and 3), 

the spatial relevant value of contain or contained is zero. 

In this step, spatial relations of overlap and contain are obtained by toponym ontology, which will 

be mentioned in Section 4.2. To be specific, a set M (as shown in Equation 15) of place names, which 

overlap or belong to five hierarchies of place names in a given topic, are extracted from the toponym 

ontology before the focused crawler is started. 

 , , , z , , , ,...j i j iM p contain p p overlap p       (15)

where, variable pi represents place name in given topic and variable pj represents the place name that 

has spatial relation of contain or overlap with the place name pi. Variables of contain and overlap 

represent corresponding spatial relations. A variable of z is the same as Equation (14), but its value is 

only one of {1, 2, 3, −1, −2}. The set M can avoid place names in webpages, searching in the whole 

toponym ontology online, which can improve the efficiency of a focused crawler. 

Then, when a place name in webpages is identified by the Pan Gu Segment [52], three judging rules 

will be conducted. The first rule is that if the place name is in a given topic, an equal relation can be 

extracted. The second rule is that if the place name matches with the place name pj in the set M, 

overlap relation, contain relation and its hierarchical distance z can be obtained. The last rule is if the 

place name is not in given topic and set M, we assume the place name is disjointed with place names in 

a given topic. 

Note: if a given topic does not contain place names, the method will be the same to the traditional 

method, which means that only the first step is implemented. 
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4. Design and Implementation 

4.1. Focused Crawler with Geographical Properties of Place Names 

On the basis of two-tuple-based topic representation method and hierarchical relevance calculation 

algorithm, a focused crawler with place names’ geographical properties is developed for borderlands 

situation information collection. Figure 3 shows the process of our proposed focused crawler. Firstly, 

the user assigns given topic and seed URLs. Given topic is represented as a two-tuple in the form of 

“common keywords, place names”, as shown in Section 3.2. Then, our proposed focused crawler 

begins with Seed URLs through requesting webpages and parsing webpages. After parsing webpages, 

the relevance calculation is implemented, as shown in Section 3.3. If both the relevance of common 

keywords (named common relevance) and the relevance of place names (named toponym relevance) 

are both greater than or equal to the given threshold, the webpage will be stored in a webpage 

repository, and both values will be utilized for URL priority assignment. Otherwise, the webpage will 

be abandoned. At last, URLs in the URL priority queue will continue to be submitted for requesting 

webpages until the URL priority queue is empty or other conditions are fulfilled. 

Figure 3. Process of focused crawler with place names’ geographical properties. 

 

There are two main differences between our proposed focused crawler and traditional best-first 

focused crawler. One is the topic representation method. The given topic is divided into common 

keywords and place names in our proposed focused crawler in the form of “common keywords, a place 

names”, while given topic is represented as one keyword vector in the traditional best-first focused 

crawler. The other is the relevance calculation algorithm. In our proposed focused crawler, the 

relevance will be calculated by two steps and some key spatial relations are introduced into the 

relevance of place names. 
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4.2. Borderlands Situation Information Collection Prototype 

Our proposed focused crawler is implemented in an Information Collection Prototype for Borderlands 

Situation Information (ICP-BSI), based on the Microsoft NET framework 3.5. The prototype can 

automatically download and index borderlands situation information. Moreover, it can provide a query 

service in the form of textual list and map. The main goal of the prototype is to enable borderlands 

researchers to customize the process of crawling for borderland situation topics and to retrieve relevant 

information from webpage repositories. 

The prototype contains toponym ontology and four main modules of information agents, including 

focused crawling, information indexing, information retrieval, and user query interface, as shown in 

Figure 4. The focused crawling and information indexing module is a desktop application based on C# 

win form. The information retrieval module and user query interface is a web application based on 

ASP.net in Browser/Server architecture. 

Figure 4. Design of ICP-BSI. 

 

Toponym ontology is applied not only in focused crawling module for topic representation and 

relevance calculation as discussed in Section 3, but also in information indexing module for 

constructing a spatial index. The toponym ontology is edited by Protégé Ontology Editor [53] and is 

integrated into an ICP-BSI system through an open source soft dotNetRDF [54]. The toponym 

ontology is made up of place names and their spatial relations. In the toponym ontology, there are two 

types of place names, including names of administrative zones and physical geography. To be specific, 

places names of administrative zones are divided into the seven hierarchies of world, continent, 

country, province/state, city, county, and town. In addition, these place names mainly concern China 

and its neighboring countries in the Chinese language. Currently, the toponym ontology has about 

46,000 place names, associated with a point coordinate (longitude and latitude), for visualization, 

45,000 “direct contain” relations and only 113 overlap relations. Although construction of toponym 

ontology is also a complex and time-consuming task, it can be used in other domains, such as 

geographic information services and navigation. In addition, place names in webpages are identified by 

open source software of Pan Gu Segment [52], in which we add place names from the toponym 
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ontology. However, there are many place names shared by different places [34]. To deal with this 

situation, the place names are simply disambiguated by their co-occurrence place names in given topic 

and webpages in this paper. 

The focused crawling module is implemented based on our proposed focused crawler as discussed 

in Section 4.1. The module is responsible for downloading webpages relevant to borderlands situation 

to serve the information-indexing module. The focused crawling module can run periodically and 

allow multitask simultaneous operation. The main graphic user interface (GUI) of the module is shown 

in Figure 5. Through the GUI, borderland researchers can set task parameters, such as topic, timing 

parameters and thread number, etc. After clicking the new task button, they can start the task and also 

monitor the process of the crawling. 

Figure 5. GUI of focused crawling module. 

 

The information-indexing module is responsible for indexing the downloaded webpages to serve 

the information retrieval module. The module is implemented by the Lucenc.net API [55]. In the 

module, text information about webpages is indexed as an inverted file structure. In addition, in order 

to locate and visualize webpages on the map, the spatial locations of webpages are also indexed as an 

inverted file structure. In this paper, the highest occurrence frequency of a place name in the webpage 

is simply considered as its spatial location. Longitude and latitude of the place name are obtained from 

toponym ontology. 

The information retrieval module is responsible for searching and ranking the information from the 

index database. The module is also implemented with the Lucenc.net API. In the module, only the 

keyword-matching method is adopted to search for relevant results. The results are ranked in 

descending order of the relevance value, and also can be ranked in descending order of publication 

time of the webpages. 
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The user query interface is a bridge connecting users and the information retrieval module, with the 

goal of submitting query term to the system and display the returned results. It is comprised of five 

parts, including query term input box, search button, statistics button, textual list, and map 

visualization, as shown in Figure 6. When a user inputs a query term and click the search button, 

relevant results will be displayed in textual list and map visualization. When a user inputs the query 

term in the form of “inclass: topic name” and click the statistics button, a time trend figure of the topic 

will be displayed in another interface. The textual list part contains title, abstract, URL, publish time 

and a full text link. The map visualization implemented by OpenLayers API [56] contains number 

icons, corresponding to ranked textual information and some simple map tools, such as pan, zoom, 

modification, etc. When a user clicks the number icon, a label box containing place name, longitude 

and latitude will be displayed, and the corresponding result in the textual list will be highlighted. 

Figure 6. The main user query interface. 

 

5. Experiments and Analysis 

This section compares the performance of our proposed focused crawler with the traditional  

best-first focused crawler. The experiments are carried out in an environment with an Intel Pentium 4 

CPU 3.20 GHZ, 1 GB of RAM, and 6 M bandwidth. The evaluation involves efficiency and effectiveness. 

5.1. Preparation of Experiments 

In experiments, the topic of “North Korea Nuclear Issue” is used as an example to evaluate the 

efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed focused crawler. The topic is an international hotspot 
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issue about borderland situations. It is made up of common keywords and place names, limited in 

borderland regions. In addition, it is consistent with the definition of borderland situation 

information. Therefore, the topic of “North Korea Nuclear Issue” can be used as a representative to 

evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed focused crawler for borderland situation 

information collection. 

In the experiments, ten keywords are selected to represent the topic of the North Korea Nuclear 

Issue through a descending order of term frequency. Firstly, 100 relevant webpages are manually 

fetched from ifeng.com, qq.com, 163.com, souhu.com, etc. Then, these webpages are segmented into 

keywords by Chinese word segmentation using the Pan Gu Segment. Next, the term frequency of 

keywords are recorded and ranked in descending order. Finally, five meaningful common keywords 

and five place names with high term frequency are selected. The weight of the ten keywords is 

calculated with Equation (9). On the basis of two-tuple-based topic representation method in Section 3.2, 

the topic of “North Korea Nuclear Issue” is represented as two vectors, which are shown in  

Equations (16) and (17). 
(nuclear test,1), (nuclear gallery,0.29),

(resolution,0.26), (launch,0.24), (sanction,0.21)T KV 

 
  
 

 (16)

(North Korea,1), (South Korea,0.34),

(American,0.2), (Japan,0.07), (China,0.06)T PNV 

 
  
 

 (17)

To facilitate effectiveness evaluation, 200 test webpages are manually constructed from ifeng.com, 

qq.com, 163.com, sohu.com, etc. These webpages include 100 webpages relevant to the topic of North 

Korea Nuclear Issue and 100 webpages irrelevant to the topic. These relevant webpages are different 

from above 100 webpages for determining given topic and these irrelevant webpages are about the Iran 

nuclear issue, the North Korean Nuclear economy, etc., which are easily confused with North Korea 

Nuclear Issue. 

5.2. Efficiency Analysis 

The crawling speed of collected information, also known as crawling time, is often considered as a 

metric for evaluating the efficiency of focused crawler. Crawling speed is highly dependent on 

network bandwidth, capacity of the machine, crawling strategy, number of crawlers used, seed URLs, 

web resources of given topic, and many other factors [57]. In order to test the efficiency of our 

proposed focused crawler, the topic “North Korea Nuclear Issue” is used as an example. The basic 

parameters are set as follows: the number of threads is 10, the threshold is 0.5, the number of seed 

URLs is 10 and the two topics are both represented with five common keywords and five place names as 

shown in Section 5.1. Under the same conditions and topics, two independent experiments are made 

and the crawling time is recorded. The average crawling time of the two experiments is shown in Figure 7. 

It can be seen in Figure 7 that our proposed focused crawler downloads 385 webpages in 540 s.  

It means that the crawling speed of our proposed focused crawler is 0.69 webpages per second. It is 

consistent with the polite access interval of one webpage per second [58]. Moreover, webpages about 

the borderlands situation, in some main web portals, increase by several hundred pages every day, 
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therefore, our proposed focused crawler can meet the daily demand for collecting borderlands  

situation information. 

Figure 7. The average crawling time of the two experiments. 

 

Additionally, it can also be seen in Figure 7 that the number of downloaded webpages scales 

linearly with the crawling time in seconds. Their slope values (crawling speed) between two 

adjacent points range from 0.5 to 0.9, with an average value 0.71, indicating that the changes in 

crawling speed is small. This means that, when collecting information, our proposed focused crawler is 

stable in efficiency. 

5.3. Effectiveness Analysis 

5.3.1. Effectiveness Metrics 

Two most frequent and basic effectiveness metrics for focused crawler are precision and recall [13,59]. 

Precision represents the fraction of relevant webpages in crawled webpages [13] and the higher 

precision value implies that the focused crawler has a better ability to filter out irrelevant webpages. 

Recall is the fraction of crawled relevant webpages in the total relevant webpages [13] and the higher 

recall value means the focused crawler has better capacity to obtain relevant webpages. 

According to the definition of precision and recall, they can be calculated with Equations (18)  

and (19). 

CR
p

TC
 (18)

CR
r

TR


 
(19)

where p and r denote precision and recall respectively, CR represents the number of crawled relevant 

webpages. TC represents the total number of crawled webpages and TR denotes the total number of 

relevant webpages in the whole web. However, since the total number of relevant webpages for given 

topic TR is unknown, the true recall is difficult to compute. Therefore, in Section 5.1, some test 
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webpages are constructed to compute precision and recall. That is to say, the total number TR of 

relevant webpages in the sample data is known in advance and it is 100. 

Although precision and recall are not related to each other in theory, high precision is achieved 

almost always at the expense of recall and high recall is achieved at the expense of precision in 

practice [51]. Thus, a trade-off metric F-score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, is 

adopted in this paper [51,59], as shown in Equation (20). Because the harmonic mean of two numbers 

tends to be closer to the smaller of the two, the high F-score value means that both precision and recall 

must be high [51]. 

2
100%

p r
F

p r

 
 


 (20)

where, F denotes the value of F-score and other variables are the same as above. 

5.3.2. Results and Analysis 

In this experiment, the traditional best-first focused crawler, whose major parts are shown in 

Equations (1), (2) and (10), is also implemented for comparison. Figure 8 shows the results of the 

relevance through the traditional best-first focused crawler. Figures 9 and 10 represent the relevance of 

common keywords and the relevance of place names through our proposed focused crawler, 

respectively. In these three figures, axis x represents the number of webpages, where the number of 

webpages 1 to 100 implies irrelevant webpages and number 101 to 200 represent relevant webpages, 

axis y denotes the relevance value, and the dashed line is the dividing line between actual irrelevant 

and relevant webpages. In addition, based on several extra experiments, we set 0.65 as the threshold 

value in the traditional best-first focused crawler because the traditional best-first focused crawler can 

obtain the best results in this threshold value, and we set 0.5 as the threshold value in our proposed 

focused crawler because of the same reason as the traditional best-first focused crawler. 

Figure 8. Relevance in the traditional best-first focused crawler. 
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Figure 9. Relevance of common keywords. 

 

Figure 10. Relevance of place names. 

 

It can be found in Figure 8 that the traditional best-first focused crawler can collect 95 webpages 

(webpages above the red line), which contains 86 actual relevant webpages. Therefore, the total 

number of crawled webpages TC is 95, and the number of crawled relevant webpages CR is 86.  

In Figure 9, there are only five webpages from number 1 to 100 (numbered 13, 18, 58, 60, and 74),  

of which relevance values of common keywords are greater than the threshold value 0.5. In Figure 10, 

only the place names relevance value of webpage 13 among the above five webpages are greater than 

the threshold 0.5. In addition, there are 92 webpages from number 101 to 200 of which relevance 

values of both common keywords and place names are greater than the threshold value 0.5. Thus, from 

Figures 9 and 10, it is concluded that our proposed focused crawler can collect 93 webpages, among 

which 92 webpages are actually relevant to the topic. That is to say, in our proposed focused crawler 

the total number of crawled webpages TC is 93 and the number of crawled relevant webpages CR is 92. 

According to Equations (18)–(20), we can compute the precision, recall and F-score values of the 

traditional best-first focused crawler and our proposed focused crawler. Table 1 shows the results of 

the evaluation. 
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Table 1. The precision, recall and F-score values. 

 CR TC TR Precision Recall F-score 

Traditional  
Focused crawler 

86 95 100 90.53% 86% 88.21% 

Proposed focused crawler 92 93 100 98.9% 92% 95.3% 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the precision of the traditional best-first focused crawler is lower 

(8.37%) than the one of our proposed focused crawler, which means that our proposed focused crawler 

has a better ability to filter out irrelevant webpages than the traditional best-first focused crawler. 

Besides, it is also found that the recall of the traditional focused crawler is lower (6%) than the recall 

of our proposed focused crawler. This means that our proposed focused crawler also has a better ability 

to obtain relevant webpages than the traditional best-first focused crawler. In addition, it can be found 

that the F-score of the traditional best-first focused crawler is much lower (7.09%) than the F-score of 

our proposed focused crawler, which means our proposed focused crawler is more effective than the 

traditional best-first focused crawler. 

6. Conclusions 

Traditional focused crawlers have some defects in collecting borderlands situation information, 

because they just treat place name in the same way as other common keyword, which may reduce the 

effectiveness of focused crawlers. In order to solve this problem, a novel focused crawling method 

considering place names’ spatial properties is proposed in this paper. Compared to traditional focused 

crawlers, this method represents given topic using a two-tuple-based method, in which topic is divided 

into place names and common keywords separately. Then, spatial relations of place names are 

introduced to calculate the relevance between given topic and webpages, and the calculation process is 

divided into two steps. The first step is to calculate the relevance using common keywords, just as the 

traditional focused crawlers do. The second step is to calculate the relevance between place names in 

given topic and in the webpages. Spatial relations of equal, contain, contained, overlap and disjoint 

assigned with different weights are utilized in the relevance calculation algorithm. Based on proposed 

methods, a focused crawler with geographical properties of place names is designed. Furthermore, an 

information collection prototype is implemented for borderlands situation information. 

As shown in the experiments, the efficiency of the proposed focused crawler can meet the daily 

demand for collecting borderlands situation information and its F-Score value is increased by around 

7% compared with traditional best-first focused crawler. It means that the proposed focused crawler is 

more effective than the traditional best-first focused crawler. 

Even with its increased effectiveness, there are still some limitations for our proposed focused 

crawler. Firstly, this focused crawler must rely on a toponym ontology or gazetteer. The toponym 

ontology used in the paper is incomplete and there is no spatial extent for each place name. In future, 

we will supplement more place names and spatial relations into our toponym ontology. Furthermore, 

we will try our best to add spatial extent as a property, which enables our focused crawler to compute 

spatial relations in real-time. Secondly, our proposed focused crawler utilizes place names and their 

spatial relations, but it does not take temporal relations into account. Therefore, we will extend our 
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focused crawler with temporal element in the topic definition, relevance calculation and URL priority 

assignment. Thirdly, borderland situation information fetched by the proposed focused crawler is 

unstructured, which is not very suitable to monitor the tendencies of borderlands situation. Therefore, 

we will extract structured information in the form of event from the webpage repository and then 

cluster these events to obtain borderlands situation by association rule. On this basis, we will quantize 

the clustered events to obtain borderlands situation and monitor their tendencies. 
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